CG Simca
Even more than Britain, the field of post 1950 specialist
French sports cars is dominated by certain characters
whose names are stamped on a variety of low volume
makes. In this case it is the brothers Chappe; Abel, Albert
and Louis. These three make up the ‘C’ of Chappe et
Gessalin, or CG. The ‘G’ comes from Jean Gessalin.
Jean’s uncle, Amedeo was actually married to the sister
of the Chappe brothers, making it a family affair.
However, prior to forming CG, the Chappe brothers had
their own company, Body Chappe, which they formed
around 1930. Gessalin Bodyworks was also a 1930’s
company, but the two came together to form CG in 1946
after Jean had taken over the company following his
uncle’s death. Their early work, based in Saint-Maur-desFosses, was building fire truck cabs for Delahaye which

they were working for - Deutsch, Bonnet, Rédélé and
Matra - was almost a foregone conclusion. Work for
lesser known companies like UMAP and Arista was also
carried out; both GRP bodied cars with quite smooth
flowing lines.
CG moved premises to a place called Brie-Comte-Robert
in 1960, a little further south-west of Paris than before.
Early in 1965, when work for Alpine started to decline,
one of the Chappe girls suggested that her brothers and
Jean put their talents into developing their own steed –
a car for the summer, she suggested. Gessalin took the
task of drawing up the body/structure while the Chappes
focused on the mechanicals. Work was swift, and by
May 1966 a very well finished car inspired by the GT4
was being offered for sale.

Delahaye 135, modern interpretation of Talbot T26, another
Lago-Talbot T26
Bosvin-Michel Special below right

lasted into the early 50’s, plus general aluminium and
vehicle repair work for the public.
CG also worked for Carlos Alberto, better known as
Charles Pozzi, who ran a racing team under that banner.
He had number of Delahaye 135, 175 and Talbot-Lago
T26’s in their various road going, sports racing and
racing forms; CG did aluminium body and other prep
works as requested. A car CG built called the BosvinMichel-Special, designed by Camille Bosvin and based
on the Renault 4CV but with a mid-engined layout, won
the famous Bol d’Or race in 1952 and 53.
During this period they started specialising in polyester
GRP bodywork, which then led to contracts with Charles
Deutsch’s Coach CD Panhard, after Deutsch and Bonnet
split, and also René Bonnet, and then for Matra with the
D’jet after the demise of Bonnet. They also worked for
Rédélé on the Alpine A106, A108 and the rare GT4. In
this period the CG team not only developed their resinfibre knowledge and skills, but became involved in the
study of aerodynamics, which when one considers who

For this, CG had turned to Simca. Renault was well tied
up with others, such as Alpine; Peugeot weren’t
interested, nor Citroen. CG built their first prototypes
using Simca running gear, but without Simca’s
knowledge. When a car was finally presented, Simca
were impressed and a supply deal was struck. The little
Simca also held promise for future CGs as already go-fast
Simca 1000s in Rallye and Abarth guise were being made
out of the standard model, which was first introduced
only 3 years prior in 1961 and thus early in its production
cycle with plenty development potential to go.

This first car was the CG Spider 1000 with
2+2 seating (…an open sociable car for
summer!). It used the Simca type A1000 as
its source with the running gear, including
suspension, brakes and steering taken from
the 944cc Simca 1000 Coupe. From the
standard saloon came its 944cc engine in
standard 40bhp saloon tune, transaxle and
rear mounted radiator - hence the CG’s air
intakes behind the doors. Windscreens and
some essential electrics and instruments
were from the Coupe too. The headlights
are faired behind plastic lenses, while four
cast aluminium half-bumpers are fitted front
and rear. A large hump in the rear engine
cover is there to accommodate the air filter
which is specific to the CG 1000.
These cars were nicely put together and trimmed almost
to a luxury standard, but even at 640kg, they broke no
performance car records and yet the standard 1000
model is listed as having a 100mph/ 160kph top speed.
This situation led CG to offer a kit by Michel Tapie, a
tuner from Rodez, that increased the power by 50% to
60hp while retaining the 4-cylinder’s standard 68.00 mm
× 65.00 mm, 944cm3 capacity. In 1967, this kit was
offered as the Sport 1000, with optional pared back trim
and removal of bumpers. Weight in this form
consequently dropped to 600kg;
only two production models were
made, both Coupes.
Standard engines used a small
downdraft Solex carburettor of
32mm venturi diameter, which
gave tuners plenty of scope for
improvement. The blocks were cast
Iron with light alloy cylinder heads.
The later larger capacity B engines
had bigger wider heads allowing for
better chamber design and more
consistent combustion chamber
cooling, but retained the same stud
pattern, meaning more power and
more tuner options again for the
small capacity engines.
Compression ratios were standard
at 8.2:1, but the yet to be used
engine of the Simca 1000 Coupe got
a higher 9.35:1 c:r and twin single
barrel downdraft Weber carburettors giving 52bhp at
5300 rpm.
However, from the outset the cars were considered a
little too feminine and a bit too expensive for what they
offered; at 16,800FFrancs in 1966, they were similar in
price to the faster and more focused D’jet. Consequently
only 29 examples were built between 1966 and 1969,
including the CG Spider 1000S which became a regular

CG 1000 Spyder

model from 1968. The ‘S’ used the standard 74.00mm ×
65.00mm 1118cc engine from the later square taillight
Simca 1000 Special, which was in effect the first of the
developmental type B1000 Simcas. In this form it put out
51bhp and torque increased 17% from 64 Nm/ 47 ft-lb
up to 73 Nm/ 55 ft-lb. Some sources specify up to 54 bhp
or 58bhp/43.0kW @ 5800 rpm, and 80.0 Nm/ 59 ft-lb @
3400 rpm with a 9.6:1 c:r.

Even though the 1118cc Simca 1000 had standard front
discs and rack and pinion steering, plus a new rear
trailing arm suspension member with a lot less swing in
its geometry, it appears that all the CG 1000 cars
retained the original running gear from the A1000 series
944cc Simca Coupe and saloon models as the new CG
1200 S was less than a year away. Top speed, however,
of the 1118cc 1000S model rose to 106mph/ 170kph.

Standing kilometre times are all that have been given for
these cars, and they may look a bit slow at 37 seconds
for the standard 944cc car, and 35.6 seconds for the
1118cc version, but a genuine 1985 Audi Quattro Sport,
listed as being the 100th quickest car over the standing
km, registered a time of 24.7 seconds, and a Chrysler
Viper R/T10, 24.3 seconds, while the standard 2.2 litre
Matra Murena reached both 100mph and 1km in 30.5
seconds.

Performance wise the CGs offered a reasonable gain
over the Simca equivalents, whose base 777cc and 944cc
models start out at 730kg and ran out of puff at around
80mph. The 1118cc 1000 Special could reach 97mph, if
in good fettle, which was a big gain. But light as they
were for a production car, the Simca’s weights grew
from 730kg to well over 800kg with the later engine
options, suspension, brake and trim changes. 1200 S
Bertone Coupes were even heavier, at around 870kg and
more. And all Simcas, including the Bertone Coupes,
were bluffer with a larger frontal area, affecting top
speeds…
Although quite a tidy looking shape the Bertone
designed Simca 1000 Coupe could only manage 140kph/
87 mph even with the extra 12bhp of the special coupe

motor, making the 40 bhp CG
appear positively streamlined.
However, for 1968 CG offered
three new versions of the car in
addition to the original CG Spider
1000 still in its standard 944cc
guise. These were the CG 1000
Sport - a derivation of the Sport
1000 but with what appears to be
the 52bhp 944cc Coupe engine,
the CG Spider 1000S with a
standard 51 bhp 1118cc motor,
and a corresponding CG 1000S
Coupe. Prices were now
16,900FFr and 14,990FFr for the
standard 10000 Spider and
Coupe, plus 19,490 and 18,990FFr
for the same 1000S variants. The
1000 Sport was in fact an open
Spider without a soft top, but
optional hardtop, and was the only model ever offered
that way. To address price criticisms, trim options for
most of the cars were ‘dressed down’ with the 1968
releases. Dashboards were now bare GRP with
appropriate black painted finish, while other trims were
simplified too. The original 1000 Spiders had wood
grained instrument panels…
The early type ‘A’ models formed the basis for more
sporty editions to follow. There were three main
derivations of the original CG, the 1000, 1200, 1300, all
using essentially the same chassis with minor variations
due to the different versions of mechanical running gear
from the Simca 1000s and Coupes being used. CG also
offered a variety of performance, setup and trim
options, depending on customer requirements, as CGs
were starting to be used
extensively in
competition.
TOP Right: Bertone Simca 1000
Coupe
TOP Left: CG Spyder 1000 with
engine hump
Left: Rare CG Sport 1000

The chassis itself is an enhanced backbone design. At the
time both Lotus and Alpine, and indeed Bonnet/ Matra
had made good with backbone chassis. The Lotus was a
folded sheet metal design, whereas the French cars
tended to use a large round, oval or box section tube
down the centre, and combine it with a perimeter frame
and integral floor.
The CG’s chassis was of this style, with a deep ‘oval’
backbone connecting the Simca front suspension/
steering subframe with its rear semi-trailing arm and
transaxle mounting crossmember. To that were added
deep RHS side and front members with a swaged sheet
metal floor, all combining to provide a chassis with a slim
85kg total weight that was said to be quite stiff enough
to drive well without its body. However, the GRP body
was mechanically fastened to the chassis not only
around its base, but also at the front door-windscreen
pillars and rear riser which carried the loads of the
engine and separate coil-spring and damper mounts.
The front suspension consists of a lower transverse leaf
spring that is bolted up under the middle section of the
subframe-cum-crossmember. At the top are
pressed-steel wishbones with an adjacent rubbersnubber on the horns of the subframe just
outboard of the telescopic damper mounts. Some
cars had droop straps mounted off here too. The
type A front end also brought that car’s Gemmer
screw and nut steering, which elicited some
criticism for being too ‘soft’ for a sportscar. In its
favour was a 9m turning circle with only 2.75 turns
lock to lock.
At the rear the original 944 cars had lighter trailing
arms than the later models. The saloons had quite
a degree of swing to them too that could tuckunder and cause the car to spin if driven ‘cack-

handedly’. However, with the CG’s lower centred mass
and the use of droop straps, one had to be ‘trying’! It is
hard to confirm, but looking at the CG’s rear chassis
crossmember appears to support the suggestion that the
Coupe had less swing in its rear trailing arms, and in
those days there was a rule of thumb that said lower
sports cars needed less swing than higher cars –
something to do with roll couples. The Coupe also had
non servoed single piston disc-brakes all round with
front-rear hydraulic split, which CG used as is; by
comparison, the type A saloon had an all drum setup.
Wheels were also 13”, the same as the 1000 Coupe,
whereas the 944 saloons are 12”. However, the Simca
Coupe has 145x13” tyres front and rear, whereas the
CG’s are 145x13 front and 155x13 rear to give more
balanced cornering and to account for the CG’s greater
rear weight bias – a result of adopting rear engine
mechanicals into a lighter car...
The standard Spider 1000 and 1000S models were all
quoted as weighing 640kg, distributed at a rather
extreme 210:430kg front to rear (33:67%) without

tonne. The little tuned Tapie tuned car got up to
around 100bhp per tonne, but it had less torque
than the 1118cc ‘S’ version.
Dimensions for the CG 1000 models are length
4024mm, width 1540mm, height 1181mm,
wheelbase 2220mm (158.4x60.6x46.5x87.4”).
Tracks front and rear are quoted as 48.9” and
49.4”, whereas the Simca Coupe is 49.4” and
49.2”, while the little saloon is different again…
which all seems a bit odd!
However unsuccessful the original car may have
been sales wise, it was an attractive little car that
was well engineered and had good development
potential.

Slightly customised CG 1200 S

Top: standard 1200 S

driver. The best power-to-weight ratios of the standard
cars were the 1000 Sport at 82 bhp per tonne and the
1000S with 87-90 bhp per tonne. These were in the
same ballpark as the 1275 MG Midget at 87bhp per

In 1969 CG released the next model range, the
CG 1200 S. This was based on the later Simca
1200 S Coupe, first released in June 1967, which
itself used as its basis the latest Simca 1000s that
were known internally as type B1200. CG used
the 1200 Coupe’s running gear including
suspension, 4-wheel disc brakes and servo, rack
and pinion steering, engine, transaxle and cooling
system. The radiator and the engine for the
1200S Coupe were actually developed for the fwd
Simca 1100 Special, under the title code 354.
However, the 1100 did not get the engine until
1970/71, when it was launched in the UK.
The actual capacity of the engine is 1204cc,
measuring 74mmx70mm. It is a stroked version
of the 1118cc motor and in original tune
produced 80bhp@6000rpm and 76 ft-lb of
torque at 4500rpm. It was uprated in 1970 to
85bhp@ 6200rpm and 78 ft-lb@4800rpm when
the engine for the to-be released Simca 1100 Special
became available. These engines feature twin sidedraft
Solex 35PHH5 twin-choke carburettors. Exhaust system
and new inlet manifold appear to have made the power

difference; the later engines
were in fact slanted 150 to the
left, for their new fwd fitment.
Obvious visible changes
included an opening in the
nose for cooling because the
1200 S now used the fwd
Simca 1100 radiator mounted
in the nose, rather than next
to the engine as before.
Additional driving lights were
pod-mounted into the body up
front, with new reversing lights
fitted to the rear. A slight
hump in the front bonnet
ahead of the driver was added
to accommodate the brake
servo. This feature remained
on all cars even though not all
had servos fitted.
While the chassis was now only 80kg, overall weight
rose to 660kg, due to a number of things that could have
added on the ‘pounds’. These included extra lamps,
bigger cylinder head, two twin-barrel carburettors, front
and rear swaybar, six suspension dampers, rack, brake
servo, and larger front mounted radiator with attendant
piping... so it would appear that the 20kg increase in
weight was in fact well managed. The focus was now
more clearly on performance, and so all but about 10 of
the 280 cars sold between the end of 1968 and 1972
were coupes. Top speeds rose too to 180 and 185 kph
(111 at 6000rpm and
115mph at 6200prm),
which is pretty
exceptional for
standard tuned
1200cc car, even now!
Of course the CG’s
performance was
obtained through low
weight, low frontal
area and good
aerodynamics. Cd and
frontal area figures for
the 1200 S were
actually calculated,
and are given as 0.33
and 1.54m2 which
combined give a
metric CdA of 0.508
and 1.667 imperial. A
Series 1 Matra
Bagheera by
comparison has the
same Cd but a frontal
area of 1.721m2 which

combined results in a 0.568 CdA.
The above quoted maximum speeds are at red line, but
several reports indicate that actual speeds obtained
could be as much as 114 and 117mph (188kph quoted)
respectively, i.e. into the red line. Standing kilometre
times dropped too, to 32.8 and 31.3 seconds for the two
models. A supercharger kit using a CONSTANTIN type
D130 compressor was also made optional for the 1200 S,
raising power to 120bhp and dropping the standing kilo
time to 27.0 seconds for the special ‘548’ model – see
later - and raising the top speed past 200kph/ 125mph;
again gearing dependent. A 0:100kph time of 11.5

with enough stiffness to cause the swaybar to
help act as a lower tie-bar.
Discs are 238mm and 221 mm front and rear
(9.4 and 8.7”), again with single piston callipers
and a 4-channel hydraulic circuit master cylinder
mounted on the servo. The all disc setup of the
CG 1000 and the disc-drum 1118 Simca both had
no servo, and really did not need it as the brakes
had good feel and were well weighted. However,
the speed potential from the more powerful
1204cc ‘S’ engines made servo assistance a
worthy addition along with the added safety of a
4-channel circuit.

seconds is quoted for the first 80bhp cars, with 44.2
seconds to 100mph, and a standing quarter mile at
17.30 seconds.
Dimensions for the new car were the same as the CG
1000 for not only length and width, but wheelbase too
which seems to indicate that some of the original
running gear had been retained from the 1000 model.
Height is quoted as 1180mm, 1mm down! All that said,
the odd thing is that the tracks are now changed to 49.2”
and 48.6” front, rear… I can’t help but wonder if there
have not been some quoted mistakes perpetuated?
However, the 1204cc motor had a similar ability to rev,
but had a more flexible rev range with good low-down
torque for its capacity… and for the weight of the car.
Like the Matra Bagheera, it was hampered by having
only 4-speeds that necessitated a reasonable gap
between 3rd and 4th in order to get a mid-range passing
gear plus a suitably high top end gear that made use of
the CG’s good top speed potential. Two things about the
transaxle though, were in its favour; compact and light
weight and good Porsche licenced syncros that allowed
fast use across the gate, albeit with a rubbery and
slightly vague action!
Previous criticisms with regard to the screw and nut
steering-box were now banished with the new steering
rack. Simca had introduced them in the 1118cc Simca
1000 Special and they proved fine to use with good feel
and precision, and without the need for power
assistance. The only negative was an increase in turning
circle to 10.4m… still good. Otherwise the front
suspension remained essentially the same design as
before except for the addition of an anti-swaybar as
seen on the 1118 and other B1200 models.
The anti-swaybar is ‘directly’ mounted to outer ends of
the leaf spring, near the upright’s lower knuckles, using
longitudinal rubber bushes that were sufficiently large in
diameter to allow for opposing arcs of movement, but

Standard wheels and tyres for the CG 1200S
remained the same as before, with 4.5x13” rims,
but 5’ front/ 6” rear aluminium rims were
optional. Four different designs were made
available by CG – all of them of good quality and light
weight; Gotti, Campagnolo, Momo (5.5x6.5” width)
amongst them.
The setup for the rear suspension makes use of a twin
‘universal joint’ arrangement found on the B series
Simcas. These have 4 sliding blocks in an ‘x’ form inside
the transaxle where continual lubrication is assured.
Although not a universal joint in the recognised form,
they happily performed the same task. Outboard are
quite long and large diameter solid section tubular-like
stiff-flexible couplings, inside which another style of
sliding joint is located. Thus the rear end of the CG 1200
S was able to be setup, after some mechanical changes
to the location of the inner mounting points, to give
negative camber settings from mild for pure road cars,
to more wild for those destined for various forms of
motorsport. The 1200 S is also fitted with twin telescopic
dampers on each suspension arm; i.e. 4 altogether at the
back, plus an anti-swaybar which is another addition
that does not feature on Simcas.
Prices had by now risen to 21,480FFr, 22,700 and
25,970FFr for the three different performance options.
Inside, bucket seats were directly inspired by those fitted
to the Rallye 2 Simca. The shell and backrests are nearly
identical, but the lower part was planned with three
sizes available, depending on the width of one’s
derriere! Seating is very low, but there is great visibility.
The dashboard shows an expanse of black crackle-finish
plastic, and sweeps into a vertical console which houses
the heating controls which are hidden behind the
console (!), and secondary switchgear. Below are an
ashtray and cigarette lighter ... for the radar detector!
Instrumentation is relatively full, with left to right;
controls for two-speed windshield wipers, Jaeger
tachometer graduated to 8000rpm, water temperature
gauge ‘framed’ by various warning and indicator lights.
The speedometer is graduated to 220 kph with
odometer and trip odometer included. To the right are
lamp controls, thermo-fan switch, fuel and oil pressure

gauges, and a clock! Regular column
stalks operate lights, flashers and
wipers. The gear lever to the right has
a wooden knob with the CG- cockerel
logo on top, drawn by Albert Uderzo.
This is both a clever and an amusing
piece of work, as GC’s headquarters
were located on the Rue du Coq
Gaulois, which means French cock or
cockerel, and the letters also spell
out the company name, CG.
The CG 1200 S set CG on the path to
motorsport competition, with cars
set up for racing on the circuit, the
popular and often spectacular French
hillclimb circus, and national rallying;
even auto-crossing.
CG’s became known for their excellent
handling, good acceleration due to low weight
and high traction, and good turn of speed.
Low centre of gravity was also a boon for
stability all round. And with respect to
traction, get the setup right and a rear biased
re-engined car has great advantages in the
loose (rally, ’crossing etc). However, the CG
1200 S was not quite as radically rear biased
as the earlier CG 1000 models because of the

CG Lite “548”

Below: Cockerel on gear knob

Inset picture below shows twin cockpits better

CG 1300

front radiator, swaybar, battery, driving lamps etc.
A special car evolved out of this, of which 20 were to be
built but in the end 18 were made, some possibly out of
standard 1200 S’. They were called the CG Lite “548”, in
reference to their light 548kg all-up weight. To achieve
this reduction (112kg), a number of regimes were
instituted. These included rethinking some chassis
details without affecting strength such as recessing the
lateral beams into the main chassis, re-structuring some
of the lower-chassis details, replacing the steel floor with
light plate aluminium and solid mounting the engine/
transaxle to the rear crossmember which allowed the
rear chassis structure to be removed and replaced by
just two ties, one each side, between the engine and
rear transom-bodywork. A lateral compression strut fits
across the rear of the car between the two body mounts
for the ties – its purpose being obvious, especially when
viewing the photos as the car now has a wide open
transom that is covered only with rigid wheel spats each
side that house the tail-lamps and mount the engine
ties. In the standard cars, the hot engine bay air is
exhausted under the rear valance, but in the ‘548’ it
exits through the wide opening that is usually covered
with a mesh grill to shield the engine. Above all this is a
full width ducktail spoiler.

This change also meant that now the rear suspension
wishbones had to be ‘hung’ off the transaxle/ engine
assembly. What made this possible without over
complication was the fact that because the 548 was rear
engined, the inboard mounts for the spring-damper
units still fitted up to the top-outside corners of the rear
bulkhead frame.
Other lightening measures included removing all glass
except for the windscreen (the five CG 548 Spiders use
simple wraparound acrylic/ plexiglass wind deflectors),
further stripped down interior, and removal of
bumperettes. The GRP bodywork was also thinned back.
Visible external clues for these cars were re- positioning
of the gas filler due to two new long range petrol tanks
fitted each side close to the c.o.g position - just behind
the seats, an additional two free-standing lamps on cars
destined for rallying, winglets under the now missing
bumperettes, and a larger size radiator inlet duct with
grille and bonnet opening exit vent. The only added
weight, apart from the large fuel tanks, was the fuller
instrumented dashboard, especially when supercharged.
Supercharged cars were generally geared to a 200kph/
125mph top speed.
The 548s also came equipped with the optional wider
alloy rims as standard. For short distance racecars, such

as those being used for hillclimbing, rally-sprinting and
autocrossing, single fuel tanks were fitted that in Spider
form allowed the cars to get near to 500kg.
For all these changes, overall dimensions remain similar
to the original CG 1000, with length, width, height being
4020 x 1540 x 1200 m (158.3”x60.6”x47.2”); i.e.
marginally shorter length, same width, 20mm higher to
top of rollbar, and 4mm less wheelbase at 2220mm or
87.4”. Tracks were close too at 49.2” front, 49.6” rear.
In 1972, CG introduced their new CG 1300. It was to be
the last of the essential CG range and was really only in
production for 1½ years; from late 1972 until early 1974.
In this time just 95 cars were produced and sold.
Bodywork came in for some major revisions and was
only available in coupe form. Up front there was a
completely new lower valance under the bumpers with
an incorporated chin spoiler and a larger more regular
shaped radiator inlet centrally above it. The spoiler had a
double purpose of deflecting air from going under the
car, and when doing so, helping feed more air into the
radiator opening. Front indicator lamps now came from
the later Simca 1000, and were mounted further out
under the headlamps where they better met the lighting
requirements of the growing EEC vehicle safety
standards.
Behind the doors, just below the quarterlights, the rear
‘wings’ or mudguards had been reshaped. While still
rounded on the outside, they flow across the width of
the boot in an almost even one-sweep shape. The
quarter windows themselves are also reshaped, as is the
conjunction between the sweeping rear roof buttresses
and the rear deck. 64mm is chopped of the tail end to
give a slightly shorter and perhaps more balanced
looking profile shape. The transom, as in all the CGs, is
fairly smartly truncated, helping airflow and engine bay
ventilation. Other noticeable differences are the wide
rectangular Simca 1100 taillights, plus new cast
aluminium bumperettes all round to fit in with the new
style lamps at both ends.
Chassis and running gear remained virtually untouched,
but uses the larger 1294cc engine from the Simca Rallye
2. At 76.7x70mm this has the same stroke but 2.7mm
wider bore than the 1204cc engine, yet in its initial form
produced 2 less horsepower with 82 bhp@6000rpm, but
a little more torque with 80 ft-lb at a lower 4400rpm.
This engine remained the standard one throughout the
term of production, but a factory option was also
offered that increased power to 95bhp@6400rpm and
85.5 ft-lb@4560rpm.
Releasing the extra 16% in power was achieved by three
things; the addition of a 4 into 1 exhaust manifold,
replacing the two 35mm Ø twin-choke Solex
carburettors with 40mm Weber equivalents and
reworking the cylinder head. Often such tuning reduces
torque, but in this case there was an increase of around

Changes to tail: top 1200 S, bottom 1300. Middle: Dash of 1200 S

7% at an acceptable 160 higher rpm. Top speed of the
standard car is similar to the later 1200 S at around
185kph/ 115mph if pushed through the redline, but
111mph if not. The 95bhp model’s maximum speed is
190kph/ 118mph at 6400rpm while its standing
kilometre time is down to 30.3 seconds at just over
100mph. At 31.5 seconds the standing kilometre time
for the standard car is down slightly in relation to the
later-faster 1200 S, but weight is marginally up at 670g,
although some sources also claim 660kg.
Wheels and tyres remained unaltered for the CG 1300,
but the selection of optional 5½” and 6” aluminium rims
was now reduced. While all other dimensions varied
slightly, width as always remained at 1540mm.
Wheelbase grew a minimal 6-10mm to 2230mm (87.8”);
most likely due to different semi-trailing rear arms from
the B1200 salon models, but length as discussed had
come down some 2.5” to 3960mm (155.9”). Height also
went up by 25mm (1”), from 1180mm to 1205mm

(47.4”), and the quoted track widths are marginally
wider at front 49.6”, rear 51.4”. These actually match
those of the late model Simca 1000 saloons in Rallye 2
guise, suggesting that CG went from using Simca 1200
Coupe running gear to the saloon’s, which were (and
are) cheaper and easier to obtain, especially for
repairers.
Working with Simca, CG became ensnared with that age
old predicament; that of becoming less independent,
and in this case, playing second fiddle to Matra who
were by now Simca’s number 1 joy. With the advent of
the new Matra Bagheera in 1974, CG’s effective life as a
supplier of specialist road going sportscars had come to
an end.
All that was now left was motorsport, and as Matra were
heavily involved in that too, CG filled in the spaces
behind… the spaces, in fact, that it knew well. However,
they did have some involvement in the big league when
they got the task of actually building the Matra F1 cars –
yes, apparently Matra designed them but CG built them!
...or at least, a major part of them.
CG’s final model was known as the Simca-CG MC which
chronologically overlapped both the CG 1200 S and 1300
models. These cars had a central tub and space frame
chassis with mid mounted 2156cc Chrysler 180 engine.

Some CG historians claim that the car was essentially
designed by Matra, but there is no mention of this
anywhere in Matra lore. However, as the name suggests
it is a Simca-CG, not just a CG, and was begun in 1970…
the same year that Matra joined Simca, aka Chrysler
Europe.
CG actually sought and eventually received approval
from Chrysler Europe to start planning a new car using
the ohc Simca-designed Chrysler motor in mid-mounted
position; hence its MC nomenclature, MC for Motor
Central. It was the same year that CG launched the 1200
S based Lite ‘548’ competition car, and was indeed the
year that CG took on motorsport as an official part of its
business, and not just a sideline to it.
The point that Matra influence was involved in the MC’s
design cannot be doubted, though the involvement was
indirect. It all came about in
a rather convoluted fashion.
In April 1969, Chrysler
appointed Henri Chemin, a
forthright, controversial and
successful ex-director of
Ford competition to take up
the same role for Chrysler
Europe. He immediately
sought two successful
drivers to spearhead his
programme but one,
Bernard Darniche was loyal
to Alpine, while the other,
Bernard Fiorentino was
already being attracted to

successful small
engined ‘548’ had
been their own
creation.

Simca. He began racing a Simca 1000 derived prototype
using Simca 1500 mechanicals, and also a lightened
Bertone Simca 1200 S Coupe with a tuned 1812cc
Chrysler-Simca engine. These cars were quick, and in the
hands of Fiorentino, scored high places in a whole series
of important European events. But they were outpowered and heavier than the more specialised Alpine
and Porsche competition, and had little chance of
outright victory.
This is where the CG Lite ‘548’ came in, for it provided a
launching platform for a new more powerful car. At its
best, the ‘548’ developed 160bhp, which even at only
548kg or less, wasn’t powerful enough to ensure
consistent podium finishes in all the major events.
However, it did prove to be surprisingly competitive in a
number of events.

Progress was rapid
and all design work
was completed by
the end of May,
exactly three
month and two
weeks after signing
the agreement to
build. The first car
was built and
tentatively track
tested just two
months later on
the 30th July!
Testing in earnest then started at Magny-Cours on the
4th August and four days later it competed in its first
event, the Mont-Dore hillclimb. However, at this stage it
only had an 1812cc version of the engine, as the 2156
motor was not yet ready. Still the MC took 12th fastest
time and 1st in Group 5 and 3rd for all prototypes and
sports racing cars. The next event, and its first Rally
Championship event, is the Rally Vivarais Vercors. The
car was still using a 1.8 engine which Fiorentino broke
while in 2nd position.

Chemin approved of CG’s work and agreed to their new
MC model. He also appointed Matra Sports’ Bernard
Boyer to head the car’s technical team. This was
February 1970, and the car was to be a Simca first, and a
CG second. The whole project was then placed under the
coordination of Chrysler-France with Chemin the
manager, and Chrysler-France’s competition department
taking on the task of engine development and
preparation.

This was followed by the prestigious Tour de Corse, in
November, and although the event was dominated by
Alpine, the sole Simca-CG MC in the hands of Bernard
Fiorentino was heading for a possible win when he was
sidelined with broken suspension. The last major even of
the season was the Critérium des Cévennes. Two cars
were entered, one for Henri Chemin and the other for
the crew of Larrousse-Gélin. Chemin pushed hard to
break the Alpines and was put out himself with a broken
fuel pump. However Gérard Larrousse held out to win
the Simca CG MC’s first major competition event over
2nd place holder Wolleck driving a Porsche. This was just
a mere 10 months after the February document
signing…! Maurice Gélin joined the team in 1971, and
proved to be a discreet but effective solid team member,
assisting in developmental work and preparation.

A new chassis was drawn up in parallel with the engine
work, by Boyer and his team. Who his team consisted of
is not said, but it was not labelled Team Matra. The main
players however were Chemin, Miguel, Chappe and
Gessalin from CG, Boyer from Matra and Caudillat of
Chrysler. However, Matra had already been very
successful building spaceframe and monocoque style
formula and sports racing cars, so that knowledge and
wisdom went into the new Simca-CG. For their part, CG
actually built the cars with bodies derived from both the
coupe and open ‘548’ models. They were also involved
with the chassis design and development as the

It appears that six cars were built in total, but
transformations with one car morphing into another
make it hard to tell for sure! All but two were different,
although they were all based on the original MC
structure and design theme. The centre and front
section of the chassis, forward to the front suspension, is
a punt type sheet metal tub. The sections are large,
rectangular, and come half way up the door height. They
taper in at about 300 from the front door pillars to a
similar rectangular-section ‘beam’ that lies between the
front suspensions and takes the double wishbone
mounts and steering rack. Similarly folded sections,

sometimes in
more complex
shapes, rise up
above the base
tub at the front of
the doors where
they blend into a
structural scuttle
behind the
dashboard, and at
the front for the
coil spring-damper
mounts. Both side
members incorporate 48 litre
fuel tanks, and extend behind the
rear bulkhead-firewall to just in front of
the rear wheels.
The front of the engine mounts off the rear firewall
structure, but the rear transaxle and suspension is
supported by a spaceframe structure that is properly
triangulated and connects at its base to the insides of
the punt side extensions on each side, and again to the
base of the rear firewall at its centre. The top of the
space frame connects into the top corner where the side
boxes, rear firewall and roll-over bars meet. The rollbar
itself is diagonally braced behind the seats and
triangulated back on each side to the spaceframe.
Rear spring-damper units are outboard coil-overs too,
like the front. While the front wheel location consists of
a classical non-parallel unequal-length tubular double
wishbone design, the rear has a top “Chapman” strut;
i.e. a short lateral link to a rear upright which in this case
rises a distance above the hub, and a long rear radius
rod that articulates off the inside sides of the tub. The
bottom of the hub is located with a rear wishbone and
forward lateral arm that together emulates a ‘Z’ when
viewed from above (from above it looks like a Z on the
LHS and a reversed Z on the right). There are also light
anti-rollbars both ends; the rear bar is mounted across
the top of the rear frame and linked to the bottom of
the hub by a drop link to the wishbone pivot.
All suspension arms are adjustable to allow for various
wheel alignment settings and suspension setups. The
steering rack is mounted to the ear of the bottom
wishbone, and is relatively straightforward and easy to
access. Cast iron ventilated discs are used all round with
their callipers behind the axle-line in all cases.
The 5-speed plus reverse transaxle is actually from a
Porsche 914… as all suitably strong French transaxles
were the wrong way around for a mid-engined car.
Engines were initially prepared at the Poissy design
offices of Chrysler-France… They are 1.8 litre sohc
Chrysler engines, bored out to 2156cc with a bore and
stroke of 91.7x81.6mm, and fitted with two twin-choke
sidedraft Weber carburettors on the left, with long inlet
trumpets, plus a 4 into 1 exhaust system on the right.

There is also a top mounted engine stabiliser bar from
the bellhousing adaptor to the RHS of the chassis near
where the spring-damper mounts.
Under Chrysler’s care, the engine started off with
175bhp@6800rpm and 163 ft-lb@4200rpm, and then
195@6800 with the same torque. For the 1972 season
Chrysler handed the engines over to engine developers
JRD, who started to radically transform the motor into
both a more powerful and reliable unit; but this was not
immediate. Power figures rose to 215bp@7200rpm. But
there were still some reliability issues.
To develop the engines JDR brought in some top French
names; Scheid, Beaulande, Morel. They bored and
stroked the engines out to 2207cc (92x83mm) and one
of them to 2310cc (92x86.5mm) which give
225bhp@7200rpm with an amazing increase in torque
to 253 ft-lb@5000rpm, and the same bhp again but with
268 ft-lb@ a lower 4500rpm for the larger unit. This was
achieved through the addition of dual ignition, dry sump
lubrication and a revised cylinder head using revised
ports and larger diameter valves. However, it wasn’t
until the and all new cylinder heads, conrods and pistons
were designed and fitted at the end of 1972 that
reliability issues were finally overcome.
The cars were built to compete in the French and
European Road Racing and Rally Championships where
reliability and flexibility are most important, with a wide
torque band rather than peak power.
The original car was a coupe that looked like a CG 1200
S, but with 180mm added to the wheelbase due to the
mid-mounted engined requiring the gearbox to be out
behind. It was also shorter than the 1200 S, a bit wider
and slightly lower, meaning it fooled no one that it was
not another animal altogether from the regular
competing CGs. Actual dimensions were length 3900,
width 1590, and height 1160mm (153.4x62.6x45.7”).

Wheelbase was
now 2400mm (94.5”),
and remained this length for
all the cars, while weight had
increased to 710kg with one petrol tank,
and 750kg with two when prepped for long range
rally events. Front and rear tracks had also increased
with the width of the car to 54.3” front, 51.2” rear; the
difference being accounted for in the tyre width
differentials.
After that a couple of Spiders were built with truncated
front and rear ends (200mm knocked off the length), but
the same width and height. These modifications,
including roof removal, helped lower the weight
significantly to between 613kg and 670kg, depending on
use. Removing the roof required adding some
reinforcing to the upper sections of the punt-tub to
account for the reduction in stiffness due to roof
removal.
The original coupe was then modified in the same way –
i.e. truncated. After that Bernard Fiorentino, in the
beginning of 1973, requested a hybrid of the Coupe and
Spider. It ended up looking like a Spider with a truncated
ute type cab on top – or like a Coupe with half a roof and
a flat rear deck. It too was the same overall size as the
Spider, except for being 20mm lower, at
3700x1590x1140mm (153.4”x62.6”x44.9”). It looked
rather odd but was effective, although through its
questionable looks it got nicknamed the Van or
sometimes the Tow (Tow truck). The Van was only used
for longer events, and as such was 10kg heavier than the
long range Spiders at 680kg.
Maximum speeds of these cars started off at 205kph for
the first Coupe, then went to 210kph for the Spiders and
finally to 220kph for the Van. It would seem that there
was only one set of gear ratios available with the 914
‘box, as alternative top speeds for different events are
not mentioned. The 1970 MC Coupe was quoted as
doing the standing kilometre in 26 seconds, which would
indicate that the last Van would likely be a couple of
seconds faster as power to weight ratios (without driver
etc) were 246.5bhp per tonne for the Coupe in sprint
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form, 365.9 for the lightest Spider, and 330.9bhp per
tonne for the Van. And consider, the latter two had a lot
higher torque output.
MC went on to take 32 victories out of only 49 races
over three seasons; a pretty good record. In fact, the
first season was the test period, as outlined above, the
1971 season saw the MC take 2nd place in the Rally
Championship of France – a result of the engine being
unreliable because when it was going, the MC’s speed
proved hard to beat. The 1972 season provided a similar
outcome, but by 1973, the Chrysler-Simca engine came
through with power and reliability. That season the
Simca-CG MC won 22 major events out of 31, and looked
set for another great season in ’74 when Chrysler cut the
budget and programme. Chrysler dealers tried to step in
and help CG, but the budget, commitment and backing
team was not there anymore; end of story… This was
about the time that CG threw in the towel. Early 1974
saw the new Matra Bagheera launched and CG ceased
production of the CG 1300. It was also the end of CG as a
car building company.
There is a lot of stuff available through different sources
showing photos and film clips of CGs and MCs in
competition. One worth a look at is dunieres 2009
camera embarquée januel simca cg.

